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666...THE MARK OF THE BEAS
Rev. 13:16-18 And he causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free men
and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right hand or on their forehead, and [he provides] that
no one will be able to buy or to sell, except the one who has the mark, [either] the name of the beast
or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number
of the beast, for the number is that of a man; and his number is six hundred and sixty-six.”
Notice here it says “on” their right hand or “on” their forehead, as compared to “into” their mind and
write them “in” their hearts, as written in Hebr. 8:10.
Satan himself is the counterfeit of Yahveh the Father. The Anti-Messiah is obvious, he is
against Messiah Yeshua, and the False Prophet is the counterfeit of the Holy Spirit.
The False prophet is to the Anti-Messiah what the Holy Spirit is to Yeshua (Rev. 13:14)
Anti-Messiah has two meanings; “son of perdition,” which translated means, “chief son of
Satan,” (2Ths. 2:3) or the obvious, “against”, “anti” Messiah, or in place of, (in Greek)

THE SPIRITUAL SIDE OF THE MARK

"But," you ask, "What is his Mark?" Yes, what is the signature or Mark of the Beast?
There is only one Bible-based answer to that question, and it presents itself as the only
conclusion that the foregoing facts allow; and that one inescapable conclusion is this:
The true weekly Sabbath of Saturday and the seven annual Feast Days in the sacred calendar
constitute the Sign of Yahveh the Mighty One of Israel. The spiritual side of the Mark of the Beast, the
Lawless One, the one who vainly thinks that he can change the Sabbath days in Yahveh’s law, must
by process of simple deduction be the bogus sabbath of Sunday. This includes all the other pagan
festivals which are currently posing as Christian Holy Days: (Sunday, Ash Wednesday, Easter,
Hallowe'en, Christmas, etc.).
These popular holidays are certainly not sanctified by the Almighty: and nowhere in the
Scriptures are we commanded to keep them. They are pagan festivals in disguise. Actually, they are
not even disguised anymore.They originated with the heathens centuries before the Christian era and
were incorporated into the Christian calendar long after the Saviour’s resurrection. Certainly they now
have a few praiseworthy principles veneered onto their make up, and this has deluded millions of
genuine Christians into accepting them as the true holy days of God; but deep down in substance and
effect they are the same old festivals of Satanism that Yahveh abhors: festivals of: fertility, sexual
license, and demon worship.
In short, the popular holidays of Sunday, Easter, New Years, Christmas, etc., are
forgeries of Yah's Signature. They represent the Antichrist's futile and presumptuous attempt
to meddle with the calendar of the Almighty! I hate to admit it, but look around you, the devil is
fooling millions of people who call themselves “the body of Christ”.
The Bible says of the "Little Horn" power, that he would "think to change the times of Sacred
Feasts and holy days and the law;" that "calendar and ordinance he shall think to set aside."
Oh how true this has proved to be. The Antichrist has already attempted to do just that. But his
attempted forgery has been exposed. Throughout the world people are becoming increasingly aware
that the festivals of Christendom are nothing more than pagan festivals in disguise.
In the light of these facts, therefore, we cannot help but conclude: that the bogus religious
festivals are in reality the Signature of Satan, the spiritual side of the Mark of the Beast!
How they originated and came to be adopted by most of the churches is a study in itself, a
study you may wish to pursue in the nearest reference library. Indeed, it is now common knowledge
that these festivals are inherently pagan, that they existed long before the Christian era, and were
only introduced into the Christian worship several centuries after the resurrection of our Saviour. But
what is not generally known is that they represent the Lawless One's efforts to change the
Sabbath and Festival commandments in Yahveh's law and that they constitute the spiritual
side of the Mark of the Beast. You can thank the Roman Catholic Church for that.
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Comparatively few know this fact. In view of this, it becomes obvious that there can be no
room in the church for bunny rabbits, easter eggs, hot-cross buns, ghost masks, mistletoe, and
Christmas trees. These heathen symbols and especially the observance of the festivals they adorn
accompany, must be discontinued by all true Believers who wish to please the Holy One of Israel.
Why?
Because once they are recognized for what they are, then a person's continued use of them
can only mean that he/she is unmoved by the severity of Yah's warning, and has virtually begun to
reject the Father's Name. It is a form of mockery.

HAS ANYONE GOT THE MARK NOW?
The answer is: No one has the physical Mark of the Beast at this moment in time (Sept. 2012).
All I am doing now is identifying what the mark is. But when the Antichrist makes his appearance
officially on the world scene, then every soul on earth will be compelled to choose between
Yahveh's signature and the Beast's Mark. As the bible tells us to choose between right and wrong,
dark and light, clean and unclean, righteousness and unrighteousness, we too will have to choose
between Yahveh and the devil. It is at that time, when those who refuse the mark are not allowed to
buy and sell, then - and then only - will we be able to say who has the Mark of the Beast. But at the
moment the SUNday churches have people who have the spiritual Mark of the Beast. All I am doing
in this article is identifying what the Mark is and what the punishment will be for those who knowingly
accept it.
However, your present reaction to this message about the True Sabbath Day is a very powerful
indication of what you will do when that testing time comes for you to choose between Yah's signature
and the Beast's mark.
Whose signature will you accept on the parchment of your soul at that time? That is a question
only you can answer. In the past you may not have known anything about the Almighty's Sabbath
days, I didn't, and Yah in His great mercy will no doubt allow for our ignorance. But now you know.
Never again can you truthfully say, "I didn't know." It’s your move!
You now know what the Mark of the Beast is, and with that knowledge comes the added
responsibility to obey Yah's commandments. In your own interests, therefore, you should carefully
consider the conditions and consequences this article has brought to your attention, before making a
choice. And do not needlessly delay; for time is short and the patience of the God of Israel has almost
run out. The spirit of the Lawless One, the Antichrist, is already at work deceiving millions of
Christians into thinking that Yahveh's law, the irrevocable constitution of the mighty universe, are
obsolete. Beware of that subtle and dangerous deception: for it has already tricked most of the proclaimed Christians into sin.
The Scriptures abound with examples of how the servants of the Most High were tested on the
matter of obedience. The longest Psalm in the Bible (Psalm 119) extols obedience in virtually every
verse. In the Sermon on the Mount the Saviour magnifies obedience to a degree few, if any,
individuals had previously imagined. The Saviour's advice concerning the Commandments was as
follows:
Matt. 19:16-19 And, behold, one came and said unto Him, Good Master, what good thing shall I do,
that I may have eternal life? {17}: And He said unto him, Why callest thou me good? there is none
good but one, that is, Yahveh but if thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments. {18} He
saith unto him, Which? Yeshua said, Thou shalt do no murder, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou
shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness, {19} Honour thy father and thy mother: and, Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself “
So dear to His heart are His Sabbath commandments that this fearsome punishment will be
handed out to those who knowingly and wilfully break them. Rev. 14:9-10 And the third angel
followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive his
mark in his forehead, or in his hand, The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of Yahveh,
which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire
and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb:
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When the Antichrist arrives on the world scene, people will be compelled to receive his mark. If
you refuse it, you will not be allowed to buy and sell; no matter where on earth you live. But if you
accept it, you will drink of the wine of the wrath of Yahveh. And that is why it is so important that you
really understand - in advance - what the Mark of the Beast is.

WILL YAHVEH PROTECT HIS PEOPLE WHEN THEY CAN NO LONGER BUY AND
SELL?
The God of Israel is well able to miraculously nourish and protect His people when they are
expelled from human society for seeking to obey Him. Indeed, He has a plan to care for them in the
same way as He looked after ancient Israel in the wilderness of Sinai. In that wild and barren desert,
Yah fed His people for 40 years, much to the astonishment of all the surrounding nations. In Ezekiel
20:35 and Revelations chapter 12 you will read about a similar plan of 3 1⁄2 years: when He will
miraculously feed and shelter His people in the 'wilderness of the people'. To be sure some
Believers will be martyred when the Antichrist arrives on the world scene. But the real church body
will certainly not be wiped out. Many obedient souls will be divinely protected as that prophecy clearly
indicates.
The book of Revelation, awesome though it is, ends with a blissful picture of Yah's obedient
people entering Heaven or the New Jerusalem, to live eternally with Him and His Son who sacrificed
His life on Calvary to redeem us.
Rev. 22:14 Blessed are they that do His commandments, that they may have right to the tree of
life, and may enter in through the gates into the city. Let no one keep you from reaching that eternal
goal; because it is your legal right to be there. Yeshua the Messiah has already paid the price for
you to enter. Put your faith in Him; express that faith in obedience - and live holy all the time. That is
the message of all Scripture.

THE ECONOMIC SIDE OF THE MARK OF THE BEAST

In the following study, I will now show how the “Mark Of The Beast” is an "economic" mark,
which is a derivative of a religious mark. There are a number of well known prophecy scholars who
are trying to tell people that taking a computer chip in your hand or in your forehead (if your right hand
is amputated) is ok, because, they insist, the antichrist mark is strictly a religious mark, like a religious
denomination status. These so called prophecy experts are deceived, and they are deceiving others.
Do not be mislead by them, for to take the mark is to damn your soul for all eternity. The reason why
the mark is primarily economic on the exterior, and not religious is simple: the spirit of Satan is
manifested on planet earth through the spirit of "mammon". Buying and selling are economic
activities, not usually considered religious activities. But if you stop and think about it for a moment:
“where does all the money one uses come from”? Does it not all come from Yah to begin with. In
other words, you can’t separate economics from spirituality. They are one and the same.
Let’ have a look at what the Word of the Almighty says:
Rev. 13:16-18 “And he causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the
free men and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right hand or on their forehead, and [he
provides] that no one will be able to buy or to sell, except the one who has the mark, [either] the
name of the beast or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding
calculate the number of the beast, for the number is that of a man; and his number is six
hundred and sixty-six.”
Planet earth is run via economics, and economics are the bottom line in value for most human
beings. The richer you are, the more status and more rights you have, the more value as a person
you have. If you are poor, or with no money, you have no worth, and you have no value. We are
speaking here of reality, and not wishful thinking of the liberal socialists who want all to be equal.
Under the antichrist system, they will all be servants of Satan, and they will all be spiritually destitute,
having sold their own souls and bodies to an economic system and its enslavement, in exchange for
survival.
Let’s begin with what the bible says about economics, and lay the foundation for why the mark
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is also economic, and not just spiritual (religious).
1Tim. 6:10 For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while some coveted after, they have
erred from the faith, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows.”

OBSTACLES OF THE NARROW/STRAIT GATE....STRIVE AND SEEK

Luke 13:23-25 (NAS) “And someone said to Him, “Messiah, are there [just] a few who are being
saved?” And He said to them, “Strive to enter through the narrow door; for many, I tell you, will seek
to enter and will not be able. “Once the head of the house gets up and shuts the door, and you begin
to stand outside and knock on the door, saying, Yeshua, open up to us!’ then He will answer and say
to you, I do not know where you are from.’
KJV (corrected) “then said one unto him, Rabbi, are there few that be saved? and He said unto them,
[24] strive to enter in at the strait gate: for many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not
be able. [25] when once the master of the house is risen up, and hath shut to the door, and ye begin
to stand without, and to knock at the door, saying, Adonai, Adonai, open unto us; and He shall answer
and say unto you, I know you not whence ye are:
Now there is a very interesting contrast between the words strive and seek in this important
statement of Yahveh. Even though we only have the Greek words to guide us, lets have a look at
these two words. The word strive: agonizomai, ag-o-nid'-zom-ahee, greek 75; from Greek 73 (agon);
to struggle, literally (to compete for a prize), figuratively (to contend with an adversary), or
genitive (to endeavor to accomplish something) fight, labor fervently, strive. This hardly sounds
easy to enter in - which is why a rich man has so much trouble - his riches stand in the way. Now take
a look at the word seek for a real shocker: zeteo, dzay-teh'-o, greek 2212; of uncertain affinity; to
seek (literal or figurative); specially (by Hebrew) to worship (God), or (in a bad sense) to plot
(against life) be (go) about, desire, endeavor, inquire (for), require, (will) seek (after, for,
means).
Now then, the word seek means to worship Yah, that is, to attend fellowship, to sing your
songs of praise, to put your money in the plate for Yah's work, and all the other things that attend to
worship of Messiah. Do you understand the gravity of what is being said here? The vast majority of
Christians only worship their God, they do not agonize or strive to enter in at the strait gate. In fact,
Yeshua says the multitudes cannot even do it, they can only worship Yah, but they are not able to
enter in.
The word strait means to be so full of obstacles that it is virtually impossible to get through
unless you desire it more than anything else. Therefore unless you desire Yeshua the Messiah more
than the cares of this world and the riches of this world, you will not be able to enter the strait gate, let
alone walk the narrow way unto life eternal.
Now anyone with half a brain can figure out that Yeshua thinks that riches make it very difficult
for one to enter into the kingdom. Why? the desires of the heart are very deceitful and they usually
pertain to money, power, and position in this world, which brings with it respect and authority. He calls
for His true disciples to turn their back upon this "spirit of mammon" and to pick up their stake and
follow Him. How hard it is to do that, and if true, so very difficult. So difficult in fact that Messiah made
these astounding comments about it:
Luke 18:18-25 “A ruler questioned Him, saying, “Good Teacher, what shall I do to inherit eternal life?”
And Yeshua said to him, “Why do you call Me good? No one is good except Yahveh alone. “You know
the commandments, ‘DO NOT COMMIT ADULTERY, DO NOT MURDER, DO NOT STEAL, DO NOT
BEAR FALSE WITNESS, HONOR YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER.’” And he said, “All these things I
have kept from [my] youth.” When Yeshua heard [this], He said to him, “One thing you still lack; sell
all that you possess and distribute it to the poor, and you shall have treasure in heaven; and
come, follow Me.” But when he had heard these things, he became very sad, for he was extremely
rich. And Yeshua looked at him and said, “How hard it is for those who are wealthy to enter the
kingdom of Yahveh! “For it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich
man to enter the kingdom of Yah.”
James 5:1-3 “Come now, you rich, weep and howl for your miseries which are coming upon you.
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Your riches have rotted and your garments have become moth-eaten. Your gold and your silver have
rusted; and their rust will be a witness against you and will consume your flesh like fire. It is in
the last days that you have stored up your treasure!
Luke 6:24 “But woe to you who are rich, for you are receiving your comfort in full.
Now if
it is Yah’s will that no one perish, then why all of this trouble to enter into the strait gate? Notice I said,
there is a difference between strive and seek. The difference is one of worship alone, the other is
seeking out Yah with all of your heart and soul. We are to have a personal relationship with the
Almighty. The "many" only worship Yah to enter in, while others actually strive and agonize to obtain
the kingdom, to lay hold of Messiah. It is not that they are not actually able, it is because they will not
give up the world and its mammon to search out Yah and find Him so they may enter into union with
Him. The rich man would not give up his riches to enter the Kingdom. The only thing he lacked was
agape, the divine love of Yah. The only way he could obtain it was to turn his back upon mammon
and its rule over him and his spirit, and follow Messiah. He could not do it. Scripture is adamant that
the vast majority of Christians are like the rich ruler. They cannot part with the world. It is quite easy
then to establish the fact that mammon stands in opposition to the divine love of Yah, and that each
person must make a choice between the two. "Ye cannot serve both Yahveh and mammon…" (which
includes worldly possessions..things)
The spirit of control is closely associated with mammon and worldly things. People who refuse
to give control of their lives to El Shaddai, may go about striving without receiving the blessings of the
Almighty. They strive to do it their way, instead of Yah’s way. 1John 2:15 “Do not love the world nor
the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him.” We must
never let our appreciation for some of the things of this world become, “love of these things”. This
leads to bondage, to things that become idols. We must let Yah control our lives if we want the
blessings that come with obedience. Control is the basis of witchcraft. If we want control over things
around us: money, jobs, food, people, emotional situations, etc., Yah will not interfere. He will never
make us do what we don’t want to do. Many people use this form of witchcraft without realizing it is
actually just that, witchcraft. Remember, witchcraft is the domination, manipulation, or control of
someone, by any means other than the Holy Spirit. If mammon, or worldly things control us
(addiction.. bondage.. hoarding), we in turn are trying to control possessions, people, or situations
around us. It may be coming in the back door of witchcraft, but it is non the less still a form of
witchcraft. It is of the dark side.
The rich men of the earth, those who are experts in the handling of money and the systems of
money set up a system of MERCHANDISING, or TRADE, that involves goods, loans, notes, usury,
and banking. Ancient records going as far back as ancient Babylon, prove that the systems we know
today have been entrenched for a long, long time. Now these rich men spent their time on earth
GAINING THE WORLD, and losing their souls in the process. In other words, they are SOLD OUT TO
THE SPIRIT OF MAMMON, and MAMMON is their God. As Yeshua said you can not serve both
Yahveh and Mammon, obviously their choice was MAMMON. As the “love of money” is the root of all
evil, then their “sell out to mammon” is a “love of money”, a ”love of the spirit of mammon”, which
stands in opposition to the Kingdom of Yah.
The love of money is the root of all evil. All the evils that plague mankind have a root in this
thing called a love of money. The word "love" here means avarice, which means an obsession with
wealth and money to the point of it being a mental illness. From this love of money comes the world
economic systems, run by the rich men of the earth, the banking cartels, the international bankers,
the merchants of the world, called the "lords of the whole earth". These people have an insane love of
money, of wealth, and of power that knows no limits. Further, because they are wealthy, they believe
that they have the divine right to rule over the other people of the earth. They are ruled by the spirit of
mammon. Yeshua had this to say about this spirit of mammon, and how it controls most people on
planet earth: Matt. 6:24 “no man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love
the other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve Yahveh and
mammon.”
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Yeshua says over and over that there are only two masters people can serve on earth:
mammon and Yahveh. It is an either or situation, and it is impossible to serve them both. Therefore,
He is calling His own true followers out from under the spirit of mammon, the system of mammon,
and calling them into the seven spirits (attributes), of The Almighty. Yeshua made many references to
this spirit of mammon, when He referred to rich people, and how hard it would be for them to enter
into the Kingdom Of Heaven, because they would not leave their "riches" and the comforts that it
brings with them, to search out Messiah Yeshua and El Shaddai the Father.
Is this disdain that Yeshua has for rich people, or is He telling us something of great
importance that we must understand concerning the battle between the spirit of mammon and the
spirit of divine agape love? Yeshua is very blunt: it is almost impossible for the rich to enter into
heaven. They simply cannot, or will not leave their riches. They are in love with their money and
material things, as well as the security that money brings them.
Matt. 16:24-26 “then said Yeshua unto His disciples, if any man will come after Me, let him deny
himself, and take up his stake, and follow Me. [25] for whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and
whosoever will lose his life for My sake shall find it. [26] for what is a man profited, if he shall gain
the whole world, and lose his own soul? Or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?
First Yeshua says that a rich man can hardly enter the Kingdom Of Heaven, and the only way
you can enter the kingdom is via rebirth. The only way you can be born again in truth is via the strait
gate, and narrow way, because Yeshua never gave us any other way to enter in. The root of what the
Master is telling us is that if you cling to your riches, and you place your trust in them, the likelihood of
your becoming born again in truth is very slim, next to impossible. The parable of the sower is in
reality a parable about the obstacles of the strait gate.
Yah says the rich men of the earth, the "lords" of the earth are at the root of all of the evils in
the systems of mankind. That is why the love of money is the root of all evil – the rich men are the
ones who have an insane love of money, and they set up a system that eventually enslaves the entire
earth. Not only do they enslave the entire earth, they also plan the deliberate slaughter of the "just",
because they themselves are so corrupt and so evil that they cannot stand Yah’s people, or even
unbelievers who are morally and ethically upright and honest.
These are the people who are at the heart of the Babylonian money system, and they rise up
to become the lords of the whole earth, according to Revelation 18, and the Lords of the earth
become the rulers and the authorities over everyone else. They become the kings with the masses as
their slaves. It is the ideal system if you are one of the rich men. Now the bible says that there is a
sort of "evolution" to their system of finance. At first they rule only over their individual kingdoms, or
we could say their "tribes". But then, as mankind progressively "fills the earth", their systems grow into
international systems, and they become international bankers.
There are many curses that await the nations that refuse to observe the commandments of
Yahveh. Any nation upon earth can obey or disobey the commandments of Yah. We see the curses of
Yah in operation throughout all the earth, for all of them are in complete rebellion against Yah, and
that's why America has been targeted for complete and total destruction. It is the home of "mystery"
and it brings with it a total curse. But there is one curse that we must pay attention to: it is the curse of
"strangers" coming into the land and setting up an international financial system that engulfs the
entire nation and brings it into the chains of bondage:
Deut. 28:43-45 The stranger that is within thee shall get up above thee very high; and thou shalt
come down very low. [44] He shall lend to thee, and thou shalt not lend to him: he shall be the head,
and thou shalt be the tail. [45] Moreover all these curses shall come upon thee, and shall pursue
thee, and overtake thee, till thou be destroyed; because thou hearkenedst not unto the voice of
Yahveh your Elohim, to keep His commandments and His statutes which He commanded
thee:”
Bankers are the only ones that lend money. International bankers are the only ones that lend
to nations. And these international bankers are "aliens" and not the citizens of that nation. They come
into her, and they set up their systems of international finance, via central banking schemes, such as
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the Federal Reserve, and on an international scale, the World Bank, or the IMF (International
Monetary Fund) and they bleed the nation dry with usury and fraud. Their entire system of
international finance is based upon fraud. It is corrupt. It is the height of evil and corruption, and it is a
curse from Yah Himself as punishment to any nation that refuses to obey Yah’s commandments.
America is now well under the curses of Adonai, and America will not escape the wrath of
Adonai, she will be destroyed. The International Bankers are not native Americans. They were not
born here. They have "come in" and they have taken over the entire banking system. The Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 is a direct curse from Yah Himself against America. The Federal Reserve act
was part of a massive conspiracy of the international banking cartels to defraud Americans out of their
rightful fruit due for their labors, and is a direct fulfillment of the terrible prophecies of curses to any
nation that turns its back upon Yah. But America had already gone into deep apostasy by 1913. The
International banking cartels needed America to take the world for Lucifer, who is their god, and
Lucifer is run by the spirit of mammon. The formation of the IRS and the withholding of the wages is
also part of the curse against the people of America for that apostasy. America is the “i” in the word
Pride.
Satan’s fall from grace is a result of traffic in merchandise. According to the bible, Satan had a
huge industrial/merchandising empire before he fell from grace. In fact, his accomplishments in
merchandising and trade were so wonderful that he grew in pride and arrogance. The primary reason
for the fall of Satan is pride, and that pride is rooted in his love of money, its ability to control, and
what could be done with control and domination. He built a system that was apparently universal in
scope, although we are not told directly. We find part of this story in Ezekiel:
Ezek. 28:12-19 ““Son of man, take up a lamentation over the king of Tyre and say to him, Thus says
Yahveh, “You had the seal of perfection, Full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. {13} “You were in Eden,
the garden of Yahveh; Every precious stone was your covering: The ruby, the topaz and the diamond;
The beryl, the onyx and the jasper; The lapis lazuli, the turquoise and the emerald; And the gold, the
workmanship of your settings and sockets, Was in you. On the day that you were created They were
prepared. {14} “You were the anointed cherub who covers, And I placed you [there]. You were on the
holy mountain of Yahveh; You walked in the midst of the stones of fire. {15} “You were blameless in
your ways From the day you were created Until unrighteousness was found in you. {16} “By the
abundance of your trade You were internally filled with violence, And you sinned; Therefore I
have cast you as profane From the mountain of Yahveh. And I have destroyed you, O covering
cherub, From the midst of the stones of fire. {17} “Your heart was lifted up because of your beauty;
You corrupted your wisdom by reason of your splendor. I cast you to the ground; I put you before
kings, That they may see you. {18} “By the multitude of your iniquities, In the unrighteousness of
your trade You profaned your sanctuaries. Therefore I have brought fire from the midst of you; It
has consumed you, And I have turned you to ashes on the earth In the eyes of all who see you. {19}
“All who know you among the peoples Are appalled at you; You have become terrified And you will
cease to be forever.”’”
Now the bible says that when mankind fell, he left the kingdom of Yah, and became a subject
under the kingdom of Satan. In other words, he went from the kingdom of love to the kingdom of
mammon. He left divine agape love as his central essence, and placed himself under the control of
the spirit of mammon. Hence, Satan will, over the course of time, attempt to rebuild his system of
merchandising through man, and once again take over planet earth. And this system of traffic and
merchandise will be filled with violence and evil. Not only that, it will spread itself to destroy the
sanctuaries of Yah in the process, and turn them over to the spirit of mammon. It has occurred.
DASYD MINISTRY "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Oct/21)
excerpt from the Theme Book.
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